
Holiday   recipes  
 Yom Kippur יום כיפור  

For this holiday we have a special recipe, Kreplach (meat dumplings). After the fast, we usually eat soup 
with kreplach.   
 Kreplach   
The dough-  

● 2 eggs  
● 2 cups of all purpose flour   
● ½ teaspoon of salt  
● 2 tablespoons  of canola oil  
● ¼ cup of water  

The filling- 
● 4 tablespoons  of canola  oil  
● 2 chopped white onions (fine chopped) 
● 300 gr of ground Beef (cooked) 
● Salt and black pepper to taste 

To make the dough -  
Combine all the ingredients in a bowl and knead it until the dough is smooth.  sprinkle some flour to create a Work Surface. shape the 
dough into  a ball and let it rest on the  work surface, Covered with a towel, for 30 minutes. 
To make the filling -  
Heat the oil in a pan. When it's hot, fry the onions till they are soft. Then combine them with  the meat in a bowl, add salt and black 
pepper (to  taste) and let the mixture cool to room temperature.   
Packing the Kreplach - 
Divide the dough into two equal parts. Flatten each half  with a rolling pin until you achieve a thin “leaf” (1⁄2 cm thick).  Use a glass 
to cut out circles of the dough (put flour on the edge of the glass so it doesn’t stick) . in the center of each circle, dollop a teaspoon of 
filling. Wet the outer rim of the circle with a bit of water and fold the circle in half, sealing the filling inside. Press the edges 
together tightly.  
Boil a large pot of water (with a   tablespoon of salt). At a rolling boil, gently place the  Kreplach into the water with a large, slotted 
spoon and let them cook for 10 minutes. Use a slotted spoon to remove them once they’re cooked. Serve in a soup.  
  
Bon appetit- בתאבון !   
 


